
S3 Text. Details of the comprehensive mathematical model

Below we provide the list of biochemical reactions that are taken into account in our comprehensive
mathematical model.

In the following, R2C2 is inactive PKA and C is active PKA. R7 denotes the mGluR7 receptor, while its
subscripts correspond to the different states shown in (Fig. 2).

R2C2 + cAMP
kf1−−⇀↽−−
kr1

R2C2−cAMP (1)

R2C2−cAMP + cAMP
kf2−−⇀↽−−
kr2

R2C2−2 cAMP (2)

R2C2−2 cAMP + cAMP
kf3−−⇀↽−−
kr3

R2C2−3 cAMP (3)

R2C2−3 cAMP + cAMP
kf4−−⇀↽−−
kr4

R2C2−4 cAMP (4)

R2C2−4 cAMP
kf5−−⇀↽−−
kr5

PKA + R2C1−4 cAMP (5)

R2C1−4 cAMP
kf6−−⇀↽−−
kr6

PKA + R2−4 cAMP (6)

ATP
AC−−→ cAMP (7)

cAMP
PDE−−−→ AMP (8)

AMP
kf9−−⇀↽−−
kr9

ATP (9)

R7p
Glutamate−−−−−−−→ R7p,a (10)

R7p,a + PP1
kf11−−−⇀↽−−−
kr11

R7p,a−PP1
kcat11−−−−→ R7d + PP1 (11)

R7d + PKA
f(PKA)kf12−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−

kr12

R7d−PKA
kcat12−−−−→ R7p,a + PKA (12)

R7d
kf13−−−⇀↽−−−
kr13

R7b (13)

R7b + PKA
f(PKA)kf14−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−

kr14

R7b−PKA
kcat14−−−−→ R7p,n + PKA (14)

R7p,n
kf15−−→ R7p (15)

Gαβγ

R7p,a−−−−⇀↽−−−−
RGS8

Gα
∗ + Gβγ (16)

Gα
∗ + AC −−⇀↽−− Gα

∗−AC (17)

In addition to the assumptions discussed in Model Conceptualization: Proposed biochemical mech-
anism, we make two additional assumptions to translate the biochemcial reactions into the ordinary
differential equations that describe our comprehensive model:

1. As various proteins are relatively close to one other because of the AKAP scaffold protein, their
rate of reaction kinetics increases significantly. Multiple studies [1, 2, 3, 4] have used a concept of
effective concentration, which is obtained by multiplying a scalar factor to the actual concentration
of the protein or substrate, to model the effect of AKAP on protein reaction dynamics. We
introduce two scalar factors in our model to capture the accelerated kinetics of two enzymes: PDE
and AC. As the conditional response is comprised of both activation and deactivation of GIRK
ion channels, a scalar factor λ1 = 8.0 is used to increase the effective concentration of the PDE
enzyme to get an appropriate deactivation time-scale of the conditional response. However, an
increase in the effective concentration of PDE needs to be compensated by an increase in the
effective concentration of AC enzymes. This ensures a strong PKA activity, which is required to
maintain phosphorylated state of the mGluR7 receptor. Thus, a scalar factor λ2 = 260.0 is used
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to increase the effective concentration of AC enzymes. These two scalar factors are significantly
below the expected maximum possible value of 3000 proposed elsewhere [5, 6]. The value of λ2
is relatively high because the value of kcat7 associated with AC enzymes is 50 times smaller than
kcat8 for PDE enzymes (see S1 Table), Yet, to maintain enough [cAMP] to activate PKA, these
two reaction rates need to be comparable to one other, which is achieved by our choice of scalar
factors for the effective concentrations.

2. PKA and PP1 both can bind to the same AKAP scaffold protein [7, 8] and interact with the same
target protein, i.e., the mGluR7 receptor. In such a case, PKA can potentially bind closer to the
receptor or offer steric hindrance to PP1 interacting with the same receptor. Either way, the rate
constants of the protein interactions are expected to be influenced. For the comprehensive model,
the former case is considered where PKA binds closer to the receptor and interacts strongly when
PKA activity is high, while it interacts weakly when its activity is low as PKA catalytic units
are blocked by its regulatory units [9]. To account for such a behaviour of PKA, a dimensionless
sigmodial dependence with exponent 3 is used which is expressed as f(PKA) in the chemical
reaction (Eqs. 13,15),

f(PKA) =
[PKA]3

C3
0 + [PKA]3

(18)

Here, C0 is a constant and equals to total [PP1]. When [PKA] is high, kf12f(PKA) >> kf11, which
means that the phosphorylated state of the receptor is more favorable compared to the case when
[PKA] is low, kf12f(PKA) << kf11 in which case the dephosphorylated state of the receptor is
more favorable. The term kf12f(PKA) can be considered an effective rate constant and the value

of the ratio
kf12f(PKA)

kf11
decides which state of the receptor is more favorable. Hence, f(PKA)

ensures that the receptor’s state switches between a phosphorylated and a dephosphorylated state
depending on the PKA activity under competitive interactions of PKA and PP1 proteins. Note
that exponents lower than 3 in f(PKA) render a slower change in the receptor’s activity, which
stretches the conditional response profile, while for larger values there is no discernible difference.

Below we provide the reaction kinetic equations for the set of biochemical reactions given above under
the stated assumptions.

d[R2C2]

dt
= −kf1[R2C2][cAMP] + kr1[R2C2c1] (19)

d[R2C2c1]

dt
= kf1[R2C2][cAMP]− kr1[R2C2c1]− (kf2[R2C2c1][cAMP] (20)

− kr2[R2C2c2]) (21)

d[R2C2c2]

dt
= kf2[R2C2c1][cAMP]− kr2[R2C2c2]− (kf3[R2C2c2][cAMP] (22)

− kr3[R2C2c3]) (23)

d[R2C2c3]

dt
= kf3[R2C2c2][cAMP]− kr3[R2C2c3]− (kf4[R2C2c3][cAMP] (24)

− kr4[R2C2c4]) (25)

d[R2C2c4]

dt
= kf4[R2C2c3][cAMP]− kr4[R2C2c4] (26)

− (kf5[R2C2c4]− kr5[pka][R2C1c4]) (27)

d[R2C1c4]

dt
= kf5[R2C2c4]− kr5[pka][R2C1c4]− (kf6[R2C1c4]− kr6[pka][R2c4]) (28)

d[R2c4]

dt
= kf6[R2C1c4]− kr6[pka][R2c4] (29)

d[pka]

dt
= kf5[R2C2c4]− kr5[pka][R2C1c4] + kf6[R2C1c4]− kr6[pka][R2c4] (30)

d[ATP]

dt
= −λ1kcat7[AC][ATP]

km7 + [ATP]
+ kf9[AMP]− kr9[ATP] (31)
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d[cAMP]

dt
=
λ1kcat7[AC][ATP]

km7 + [ATP]
− (kf1[R2C2][cAMP]− kr1[R2C2c1]) (32)

− (kf2[R2C2c1][cAMP]− kr2[R2C2c2])− (kf3[R2C2c2][cAMP]

− kr3[R2C2c3])− (kf4[R2C2c3][cAMP]− kr4[R2C2c4])

− λ2kcat8[PDE][cAMP]

(km8 + c)

d[AMP]

dt
=
λ2kcat8[PDE][cAMP]

(km8 + c)
− kf9[AMP] + kr9[ATP] (33)

d[R7p]

dt
= −kf10[I][R7p] + kf15[R7p,n] (34)

d[R7p,a]

dt
= kf10[I][R7p]− kf11[R7p,a]([PP1]− [R7p,a-PP1]) + kr11[R7p,a-PP1] (35)

+ kcat12[R7d-PKA]

d[R7p,a-PP1]

dt
= kf11[R7p,a]([PP1]− [R7p,a-PP1])− (kr11 + kcat11)[R7p,a-PP1] (36)

d[R7d]

dt
= kcat11[R7p,a-PP1]− kf12[PKA]3

C3
0 + [PKA]3

[R7d]([PKA]− [R7d-PKA]) (37)

+ kr12[R7d-PKA]− kf13[R7d] + kr13[R7b]

d[R7d-PKA]

dt
=

kf12[PKA]3

C3
0 + [PKA]3

[R7d]([PKA]− [R7d-PKA])− (kr12 + kcat12)[R7d-PKA] (38)

d[R7b]

dt
= kf13[R7d]− kr13[R7b]−

kf14[PKA]3

C3
0 + [PKA]3

[R7d]([PKA]− [R7b-PKA]) (39)

− kr14[R7b-PKA]

d[R7b-PKA]

dt
=

kf14[PKA]3

C3
0 + [PKA]3

[R7d]([PKA]− [R7d-PKA])− (kr14 + kcat14)[R7b-PKA] (40)

d[R7p,n]

dt
= kcat14[R7b-PKA]− kf15[R7p,n] (41)

d[G-protein]

dt
= kgp([R7p,a]− [G-protein]) (42)

[AC](t) =
KD[AC0]

KD + [G-protein]
(43)

For each of the 14 kinetic parameters (out of 33 parameters in total) that have not been measured
directly, a value is selected from within the acceptable ranges of 1M−1s−1 to 1010M−1s−1 observed
through in-vitro experiments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. However, in in-vivo situations, the rate constants
can change by a couple of order of magnitudes depending on type of protein interaction and pH or
different ion concentrations [15]. This implies that some reactions can potentially occur at a rate faster
than the above mentioned maximum rate measured. S1 Table summarizes the values of all rate constants
used in the full model. Note that the higher values for some of the rate constant are selected to ensure
that the receptor’s state switches between phosphorylated or dephosphorylated states depending on PKA
activity as discussed earlier. The values of the other rate constants are basically to approximate the time
scale of the conditional response. The conditional response involves multiple protein interactions between
the activation of the mGluR7 receptor and the opening of the GIRK ion channel, which marks the onset
of the conditional response. As a result, the time scale of activation of the receptor must be faster than
the time scale of the fastest onset of the conditional response, which has been measured experimentally
to be about 6ms [16]. That is why a value of 1ms is used for the time scale of activation of the receptor
and, given that the amount of receptor is of the order of 1µM , this gives a value of 1000µM−1s−1 for
the kf10. In fact, we use the same time scale of 1ms in the minimal model for τ2.
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